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ROBERT B. (BRAD) ELKINS, JR., P.E., BCxP 
 
SUMMARY 
 
Mr. Elkins is a Professional Engineer with more than 30 years of experience in all phases of mechanical engineering 
and construction. He has provided professional services as the named Principal-in-Charge, Project Manager, 
Construction Manager, Cost Estimator, Engineer, and Expert Witness. He has extensive experience in consulting, 
engineering, construction, operations management, office supervision, strategic planning, business development, 
proposal preparation, project management, litigation support, and expert testimony. 
 
Mr. Elkins has worked with multiple national and multi-national companies over his career such as Coca-Cola, Delta 
Air Lines, General Growth Properties (GGP), Health Care Corporation of America (HCA), McDonalds, Premiere 
Global, Inc. (PGI) and Sunoco. He has also worked for all branches of the various federal construction divisions 
such as Army Corps of Engineers (COE), General Services Administration (GSA), Naval Facilities (NAVFAC), 
United States Courts (USC), United States Marshall Service (USMS), United States Disciplinary Barracks (USDB) 
and Veteran's Administration (VA). Mr. Elkins has successfully designed and/or commissioned building systems for 
state and local agencies such as Georgia State Finance & Insurance Commission (GSFIC), Board of Regents 
(Florida, Georgia, & Texas), Department of Corrections (Florida & Georgia), State Health Review Agencies (AHCA 
- Florida and OSHPD - California), and Chatham County School Board (Georgia). Mr. Elkins has been specifically 
sought out to provide expert design assistance and consultation for humidity control, forensic analysis, industrial 
ventilation, building envelope issues, and energy performance improvements. 
 
EDUCATION 
 
Georgia Institute of Technology 1982-1986 (no degree) 
 
Bachelor of Science - Mechanical Engineering Technology, Southern College of Technology, Marietta, GA, 1988 
 
Master of Science – Construction, Southern Polytechnic State University, Marietta, GA, 1996 
 
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS 
 
Registered Professional Engineer in the following states: 
Alabama, Alaska, California, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Maryland, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, 
Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia. 
 
ASHRAE Member, and ASHRAE-Certified as a Building Commissioning Professional (BCxP) NFPA Member 
ACIGH Member NSPE Member 
 
CAREER HISTORY 
 
Forcon International - Provides forensic engineering service and expert testimony regarding various types of 
mechanical systems as identified in this CV. 
 
Expert Consultations, LLC - Owner. Responsible for all aspects of engineering and operations. 
 
Molnar Jordan & Associates - Chief Mechanical Engineer. Responsible for daily management of mechanical 
group, project development, project management, mechanical design standards, and personnel development. 
 
The Haskell Company - Group Lead Mechanical Engineer & Shareholder within the Commercial/Institutional 
Group. Responsible for daily management of mechanical group, corporate mechanical design standards, personnel 
development, and warranty loss mitigation. 
Preston Phillips Partnership - Joined as Chief Mechanical Engineer to establish MEP design services within an 
architectural company. Responsible for daily management of MEP group, project development, personnel 
development, standards creation, and quality. 
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Rosser International - Joined as a Co-operative Education student and held positions as a drafter, designer, 
project engineer, lead engineer, project manager, and principal. 
 
Mr. Elkins has designed and/or commissioned the following project types & facilities: 
 

Animal Care Assembly Atria Aviation Board of Regent 

Churches Commercial Communication 
Centers 

Data Centers Educational - Day 
Care and Pre-K 

Educational - 
Elementary 

Educational - Middle Educational - 
Secondary 

Educational -
Industrial Arts 

Educational - Post 
Secondary 

Food Grade Forensic Review Government Hazardous 
Materials 

Healthcare 

High rise Hospitality Industrial LEED Library 

Military Mixed Use Modular Museum Office 

Parking Pharmaceutical Prototype Research Residential 

Retail Sporting Venue Temples Utility Generation 
& Distribution 

Warehouse 

 
Mr. Elkins has successfully designed, tested, and/or commissioned the following systems: 
 

Anesthesia 
Removal 

Breathing Air Building Automation Chilled Water Cogeneration 

Compressed Air Condenser 
Water 

Convection Dedicated Outside 
Air 

Direct Digital 
Control 

Direct Expansion Domestic Hot Water Domestic Water Dust Collection Electric Control 

Electronic Control Fire Protection Foam & Other 
Fire Suppression 

Geothermal Heat Recovery 

High Pressure Air 
Distribution 

Hot Water Incinerator Induction Liquid Overfeed 
Refrigeration 

Low Temperature 
Air 

Material Handling Medical Gas NESHAP Exhaust Passive Solar 

Pneumatic Control Process Radiant Solar Thermal Sound & 
Acoustic Control 

Ultraviolet 
Disinfection 

Underfloor Air 
Distribution 

Variable Refrigerant 
Flow 

Water Harvesting 

 

Water Treatment 
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Mr. Elkins has provided forensic review services to investigate and resolve problems for the following 
construction projects: 
 
Excessive Humidity in Construction 
 

• (1996) AIRPORT TERMINAL at major US airport was experiencing significant levels of infiltration which 
was creating excessive humidity levels inside the conditioned space. Original architectural design of the 
International Level entrance had a long corridor running from curbside drop-off to the conditioned areas but 
the corridor itself was not conditioned. Recommended and designed addition of operable doors at the 
curbside entrance and new HVAC for the corridor. 

 
• (2009) SHORT TERM HOUSING facility in the southeast experienced excessive humidity during the first 

year of operation. Investigation of the facility and the project documentation discovered multiple overlapping 
failures in the design, construction, commissioning, and operation all contributed to the humidity in varying 
degrees. Presented the results of the forensic review during deposition and testimony to achieve successful 
result in arbitration. 

 
• (2005) CHARTER EDUCATIONAL facility was experiencing excessive levels of humidity immediately upon 

occupancy. Project had been thoroughly reviewed and tested during construction with all systems and 
controls performing correctly. Forensic analysis determined that the packaged air conditioning had a latent 
material defect in the outside air measuring unit which required repeated exposure to damp, salt-laden air 
to trigger. Unit manufacturer modified the design of the measuring unit and corrected the deficiency. 

 
Third Party Economic Losses 
 

• (2012) MIXED USE RESIDENTIAL property experienced higher than expected costs of operation for the 
HVAC systems of individually-owned condo units and 'house' HVAC units. The condo owners complained 
to the developer of the property, who in turn complained to the design team. Forensic engineering and 
economic life-cycle analysis of the original installation as well as the developer's unilaterally-imposed 
solution determined that the solution was not cost effective in terms of relieving the original complaint. 
Presentation of the results achieved a successful result during preliminary negotiation, preventing further 
escalation into arbitration or litigation. 

 
Indoor Air Quality and Human Comfort 
 

• (2014) HIGH RISE COMMERCIAL building with mixed occupancy on the lower levels developed smoke 
and odor issues on two upper floors. Forensic review of the building and specific tenant areas determined 
that multiple building systems had failed resulting in a generation of smoke and odor on a lower level 
discharging into a common vertical cavity on the lower level and escaping the cavity on two of the higher 
levels. Diagnosis and correction of conditions in this building required close coordination of efforts with the 
City of Atlanta Building Department so that all tenant spaces could continue operations without interruption. 
Solutions and repairs to all affected tenants and respective building systems allowed all parties to resolve 
the issues without initiating formal dispute resolution. 

 
• (2001) ELEMENTARY SCHOOL building had complaints from teachers who worked in adjacent 

classrooms that the HVAC system was generating odors resulting in headaches and nausea. Initial testing 
and lab analysis by others of various construction materials from the affected classrooms could not 
determine any possible cause. Investigation revealed that one of the two teachers was using a marker 
board chemical cleaner prior to lunch period in a manner inconsistent with the manufacturer's instructions. 
Changing the cleaning solution resolved the problem without further incident. 

 
Building Envelope Failure 
 

• (2014) RETAIL facility in Florida with return air plenum HVAC system was renovated to include new roof 
dormer with electronic signage. During the first year of operation excessive humidity levels were 
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experienced. Review of the architectural and mechanical drawings revealed that the vapor barrier was 
omitted between the bottom of the dormer section and the above-ceiling return air plenum. Soffit vents 
allowed moist outside air to infiltrate the return air plenum. In addition, the electronic signage installation 
did not include details on sealing the exterior wall penetrations. In addition to the architectural issues, the 
design of the HVAC system did not provide an adequate level of pressurization to prevent infiltration of 
outside air into the building. New vapor barrier and HVAC systems were designed and installed to correct 
the problem. 

 
Premature Equipment Failure 
 

• (2004) MILITARY HOUSING facility at MCAS base in the southeast developed issues with the domestic 
water heating system. Hot water would last for varying durations each day, and would frequently backflow 
into the domestic cold water piping. On-site investigation determined that the central mixing valve was stuck 
open by debris. Forensic review of the internal workings of the mixing valve determined that the source of 
the debris was from the incoming domestic water supply on the base. Consultation with the mixing valve 
manufacturer determined that the valve could be cleaned and reused, so a second valve was purchased 
so that the maintenance staff could replace the active valve whenever the problems recurred, allowing them 
adequate time to clean and service the removed valve. The two valves have been rotated in and out of 
service ever since. 

 
• (1990) CLASSROOM HVAC UNITS. Developed to meet ASHRAE 62-1989 standards for outside air 

ventilation failed to maintain quality standards during production and subsequently delivered defective units 
to multiple schools. Generated report contrasting the differences between the pre-production energy 
recovery wheel and the delivered wheel. Provided sworn affidavit on behalf of the school board and the 
installing contractor during pre-trial discovery. Affidavit and report were instrumental in obtaining a 
successful result against the manufacturer. 

 
Rehabilitation of Abandoned or Obsolete HVAC Equipment 
 

• (1995) HIGH RISE HOSPITAL. Facility served by a single, central HVAC unit (over 30 years old) which 
required replacement in thirteen phases. Designed replacement HVAC systems to back feed areas of the 
building being served by the original HVAC unit. Surveyed over 60,000 SF of basement and crawlspace to 
determine the reach of the original HVAC system. This effort reduced the cost of the project by over $12 
million while still replacing obsolete HVAC systems with new state-of-the-art systems. 

 
• (2004) OBSOLETE HIGH RISE OFFICE BUILDING. Participated in joint MEP review of original Western 

Union building downtown Jacksonville, FL for renovation into the Jacksonville Museum of Modern Art. 
Building was built around 1925, and the original electrical service had to be reused for the museum. Created 
a new building and energy management controls system to monitor the incoming power requirements and 
prioritize power distribution within the building to work with new HVAC system and not exceed incoming 
power limitations while maintaining all temperature, humidity, lighting, and ventilation requirements for the 
museum. 

 
• (2013) ABANDONED HOSPITAL. Was repurposed into a medical research facility. HVAC System Built in 

1965 and Abandoned in Place Since 2008 required forensic analysis of existing air handling systems, chiller 
systems, water-source heat pump systems, cooling towers, and steam boilers to determine which systems 
could be safely restarted and reasonably expected to operate at a percentage of the original nominal 
capacities. Presentation of the analysis to the Owner resulted in successful occupancy of the building at 
minimal initial expense and has allowed successful operation of the existing HVAC systems with minimal 
repair. Heating systems were replaced with new, energy efficient boilers and heaters. 
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